TopClean M

Dear Mr Braun,
You developed the TopClean M appliance for the automatic cleaning and disinfection
of BA masks using a chemo-thermal disinfection process.
You asked us to prepare an independent hygiene report to substantiate the
effectiveness of this appliance.
In order to do this you placed a TopClean M appliance at our disposal and made it
ready for operation. A range of different types of BA masks were selected by Mrs
Lorek and Mr Siebrecht (DEKRA EXAM) and also placed at our disposal.
You supplied the PICO Medical product "Curacid PSA TC" as disinfectant and
installed it in the machine. This product is based on quaternary ammonium
compounds.
We report the outcome of our investigations below.
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Independent report
Dräger Panorama Nova, Auer Ultra Elite, Auer 3 S Silicon, Interspiro 400-PRO
and Barteis Rieger BRK 820 masks were tested.
In the course of the preliminary test the masks were contaminated with yeasts
and then processed by the appliance, after which no yeast growth was evident.
We also measured a huge reduction in ATP. ATP is a general parameter for
cleanliness in which the quantity of ATP is related to the remaining living or dead
cells and therefore can be considered as a surrogate marker for contamination.
In a final step bioindicators were used in those parts of the masks which had shown
themselves to be particularly difficult to clean during the preliminary test. All
bioindicators which were treated showed no growth; the accompanying positive
control was positive.
In summary we can therefore say that the cleaning and disinfection performance
of the TopClean M appliance was demonstrated to be good with regard to
potential biological agents and that the process you employ is effective in respect
of these parameters.
In general terms, preference should be given to the machine treatment of BA
masks compared to the manual treatment which can still be found from time to
time. The TopClean M appliance is suitable for this. As successful cleaning and
disinfection is dependent on the water jet reaching all contaminated locations, use
of the specific basket for each mask is recommended.
With the aid of ATP measurements, the use of yeasts as a surrogate for
microbes plus the use of bioindicators, we were able to demonstrate that the
appliance exhibits outstanding cleaning and disinfection properties relating to
biological agents.

Prof. W. Popp

This document is a translated copy. The signed original is only available in
German and is attached to this translation.
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